FRANCE:

The whole of Belgium is now clear of the Germans with the surrender of the last Germans south of the Scheldt-Channel in the "Scheldt Estuary". The long hard fight to clear the approaches to the port of Antwerp is about over. British Royal Commandos who landed at two places on Walcheren Island have been reinforced by Battalions of British Infantry and the combined Allied forces are moving inland. In savage fighting at the western end of Walcheren Island, Canadian troops were driven back on the South Helder-Walcheren causeway but they fought their way back and established a better foothold than before on Walcheren. The Germans still on the big island are hopelessly trapped as they are now cut off by land and sea but they are still resisting bitterly. Troops of the British Second Army are reported to hold a five mile stretch of the Maas River. Other troops closing in on the river now hold two bridgeheads guarding the way to the river Maas.

The American First Army in its new attack to the southeast of Aachen gained two miles yesterday and was pushing on still further today in spite of stiff resistance.

The American Eighth Air Force and the RAF teamed up during the day and last night to deal tremendous blows at targets in Germany. Yesterday more than 1100 American heavy bombers escorted by almost 1000 Mustangs and Thunderbolts plastered targets in the Reich. Their chief target was the oil plants at Leuna. The once powerful Luftwaffe rose to meet the challenge in great numbers. More than 400 German fighters including jet propelled planes took on the massive American bomber and fighter formations. In the ensuing aerial battle, the greatest of the war so far, 183 Nazi fighters were downed and another 25 planes were destroyed on the ground. American losses were 41 bombers and 28 fighters. Some of the fighters are believed to be safe. RAF Lancasters in daylight yesterday bombed an oil plant at Homberg. Last night more than 1000 RAF bombers were out over western Germany and the great arsenal and electrical center of Dusseldorf was given its heaviest pounding of the war. More than 4000 tons of bombs rained down on the city. RAF Mosquitos went for Camburg during the night and Second Tactical Air Force Mosquitos were over Holland and Germany shooting up and bombing rail and motor transport. From all the night's operations, 21 planes are missing.

During the month of October the RAF dropped over 50,000 tons of bombs on German targets. During the same period, the United States Eighth Air Force dropped more than 40,000 tons.

RUSSIA:

Two powerful Russian columns were last reported to be within 20 miles of Budapest. Moscow Radio said today that Marshall Malinovsky's forces should reach the outskirts of the Hungarian Capital by nightfall today. The Germans report that people in the capital can now hear the roar of the battle and the Nazis are adding the people dig more defense positions. The Russian steamroller swinging up the plains between the Danube and Tisza Rivers is meeting bitter resistance but stormtroopers flying before the advancing Reds are blasting German armor and Russian tanks and infantrymen are piling through the gaps in the German lines. The Soviet forces have taken 7500 prisoners in the great battle between the two rivers. In northeastern Hungary, the Germans have been routed in a big battle near the northern Tisza River.

Marshall Tito's Yugoslav patriots have liberated the big Adriatic Port of Zara.

ITALY:

For the second time in a week heavy rains have slowed down operations in Italy. The British Eighth Army was last reported to be closing in on Foggia from two sides. Gen. Alexander has disclosed that the equivalent of 15 German divisions have been knocked out in Italy in the past 6 months. On Wednesday night, British destroyers sank three German destroyers in the Adriatic.
UNITED STATES TWENTIETH AIR FORCE SUPER FORTRESSES TODAY FLEW FROM THEIR BASES
IN INDIA TO ATTACK RANGOON IN SOUTHERN BURMA. THE SUPER FORTS CARRIED THE GREATEST
BOMB LOAD EVER CARRIED IN AERIAL WARFARE.

AMERICAN FORCES ON LEYTE ARE CHASING THE JAPS INTO A WEST COAST PORT AND NOW HAVE
THE JAPANESE HEMMED IN FROM THREE SIDES. JAPANESE LOSSES HAVE BEEN PUT AT MORE THAN
30,000 SINCE THE AMERICANS LANDED ON LEYTE.

BRITISH FORCES HAVE CLEARED 12 MILES OF THE ROAD BETWEEN TIDDIM AND FORT WHITE.
CHINESE TROOPS ARE REPORTED TO HAVE CAPTURED A TOWN ON THE BURMA ROAD.